
Autumn term English Maths Science

Word reading Number and place value Working scientifically

Reading comprehension Addition and subtraction States of matter

Writing transcription Multiplication and division Properties of materials and changes in state

Handwriting Number fractions including decimals and percentages

Writing Composition Measurement 

Writing vocabulary,grammar and punctuation Geometry  

using classic and narrative poetry Statistics

plays

fiction from our literary heritage

older fiction

Spring term Word reading Number and place value Working scientifically

Reading comprehension Addition and subtraction Earth and space

Writing transcription Multiplication and division Forces - gravity, air resistance, water resistance, friction

Handwriting Number fractions including decimalsand percentages

Writing Composition Measurement 

Writing vocabulary,grammar and punctuation Geometry 

using persuasive texts Statistics

Instructions

traditional stories

Summer term Word reading Number and place value Working scientifically

Reading comprehension Addition and subtraction Living things and their habitats

Writing transcription Multiplication and division Animals,including humans

Handwriting Number fractions including decimals and percentages

Writing Composition Measurement 

Writing vocabulary,grammar and punctuation Geometry 

using recounts Statistics

stories from other cultures

novels and stories by siginificant children's authors



Computing Design and Technology Art and design

E-safety Designing, making, evaluating Drawing - charcoal skyline

Digital research Structures L.S. Lowry

Forms of information Frame structures City of London

Computer networks

Locating and publishinginformation

Evaluating information for reliability and accuracy

Plagerism and coyright

E-safety Designing, making, evaluating Painting -mix,match and extend colours and patterns

E-communication Mechanical systems Deng Wei Wei

Compsing and sending messages Pulleys or gears

Creating and publishing blog entries

Video conferences

Contributing to online forms and collaborative documents

Data handling

Understanding and collecting data

Creating and interpreting graphs

Presenting data and search results

Creating and interrogating databases

E-safety Designing, making, evaluating 3d sculpture using modroc

Digital media Working with textiles Helen Davenport

Recording,composing and editing sound Combining different fabric shapes

Creating animations

Capturing and editing digital video

Publishing videoonline and copyright



Geography History Foreign Language Music

British History - chronlogical knowledge beyond 1066 Spanish - learning vocabulary, phrases and basic language structures to talk about family Singing

Victorians Songs and games

Visit to Beamish Museum

Achievements of the earliest civilizations Celebrations - language related to celebrations

The Shang Dynasty of Ancient China Portraits - asking and answering questions, labelling parts of the body

Locational knowledge - South America The Four Friends - language related to animals within the story

Human and physical geography - mountain environments Growing things - language related to growing, vegetables and the life cycle of a plant 



Physical Education Personal, social, health and economic education Religious Education

Convention for the rights of the child

Competitive games - tag rugby Drawing up a class charter for Rights and responsibilities Places of worship - Sikhism 

Gymnastics New beginnings Visit to temple

Swimming Getting on and falling out Festivals, beliefs and practices - How do we know about the Christmas story? 

Article 6 - Survival and development

Article 32- Child labour

Competitive games - cricket Going for goals Beliefs and practices - What food, drink and leisure is important in Islam and why?

Basketball Good to be me Festivals, beliefs and practices- How do betrayal and loyalty feature in the Easter story?

Swimming Article 13 - Freedom of expression

Article 12 - Respecting the views of the child

Brazilian dance Relationships Worship in the home - compare and contrast Christianity, Islam and Buddhism

Athletics Changes

Swimming Article 22 - Refugee children 

Article 11 -  Kidnapping


